The negatively-charged silicon-vacancy (SiV − ) center in diamond is a bright source of indistinguishable single photons and a useful resource in quantum information protocols. Until now, SiV − centers with narrow optical linewidths and small inhomogeneous distributions of SiV − transition frequencies have only been reported in samples doped with silicon during diamond growth. We present a technique for producing implanted SiV − centers with nearly lifetime-limited optical linewidths and a small inhomogeneous distribution. These properties persist after nanofabrication, paving the way for incorporation of high-quality SiV − centers into nanophotonic devices.
I. INTRODUCTION
Coherent emitters of indistinguishable single photons are a basic ingredient in many quantum information systems [1] . Atom-like emitters in the solid state are a particularly appealing platform for practical quantum information because they can be scalably integrated into nanophotonic devices. However, no single solid-state system has yet combined high brightness of narrowband emission and a low inhomogeneous distribution of photon frequencies from separate emitters (indistinguishability) with ease of incorporation into nanophotonic structures on demand. For example, optically active semiconductor quantum dots can be bright and integrable into nanostructures, but have a large inhomogeneous distribution [2] . Nitrogen-vacancy (NV − ) centers in bulk diamond [3] are bright and photostable, with a moderate inhomogeneous distribution that allows straightforward tuning of multiple NV − centers into resonance. These properties allow proof-of-principle demonstrations of quantum information protocols such as remote spin-spin entanglement generation [4, 5] and quantum teleportation [6] . Further progress towards developing NV − based quantum devices has been hindered by low indistinguishable photon generation rates associated with the weak NV − zero-phonon line, a challenge that could be addressed by integrating NV − centers into nanophotonic structures. However, the optical transition frequencies of NV − centers are very sensitive to their local environment [7, 8] , making integration of spectrally stable emitters into nanophotonic structures a major challenge [9] .
The negatively charged silicon-vacancy color center in diamond (SiV − ) has shown promise in fulfilling the key criteria of high brightness [10] , lifetime-limited optical linewidths [11] , and a narrow inhomogeneous distribution of optical transition frequencies [12] . The SiV − ( Fig. 1 ) has electronic states with strong dipole transitions where 70% of the emission is in the zero-phonon line (ZPL) at 737 nm [10] . The inversion symmetry of the SiV − prevents first-order Stark shifts, suppressing spectral diffusion [11] and allowing indistinguishable photons to be generated from separate emitters without the need for tuning or extensive pre-selection of emitters [13] . When combined with a spin degree of freedom [14] , the SiV − center's bright narrowband transition, narrow inhomogeneous distribution, and spectral stability make it a promising candidate for applications in quantum optics and quantum information science.
Silicon-vacancy centers occur only rarely in natural diamond [16] , and are typically introduced during CVD growth via deliberate doping with silane [17, 18] or via silicon contamination [11, 12, [19] [20] [21] . While these techniques typically result in a narrow inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − fluorescence wavelengths, these samples have a number of disadvantages. For example, the concentration of SiV − centers can be difficult to control and localization of SiV − centers in three dimensions is impossible.
Ion implantation offers a promising solution to these problems. By controlling the energy, quantity, and isotopic purity of the source ions, the = 260 GHz [11, 15] ). Lattice strain increases the splitting between these spinorbit levels, shifting the transition frequencies. c. Fluorescence spectra of the ZPLs of single SiV − centers in high-strain (blue, dashed) and low-strain (red) environments at 9-15 K. Transitions B and C are less sensitive to strain compared with transitions A and D because the ground and excited states shift in the same (opposite) directions for transitions B and C (A and D) [12] . Unstrained spectrum offset and scaled vertically for clarity. d. Linewidth (FWHM) of representative implanted SiV − in bulk (unstructured) diamond measured by PLE spectroscopy (blue points: data; red line: Lorentzian fit). Inset: histogram of emitter linewidths in bulk diamond. Almost all emitters have a linewidth within a factor of three of the lifetime limit (94 MHz).
depth, concentration, and isotope of the resulting implanted ions can be controlled. Ion implantation is widely commercially available. Targeted ion implantation using a focused silicon ion beam is also possible, allowing for placement of silicon defects in all three dimensions with precision on the scale of tens of nanometers [22] . Despite the advantages of ion implantation, there have been conflicting results [15, 22, 23] on the brightness and creation yield of SiV − centers produced using this method and no systematic studies of the inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − fluorescence wavelengths. Although there has been a single report of an implanted SiV − with a linewidth roughly 10 times the lifetime limit [24] , to the best of our knowledge there has been up to now no consistent method for producing SiV − centers with bright, narrow-linewidth emission using ion implantation. These two criteria of a low inhomogeneous distribution relative to the single-emitter linewidth and narrow single-emitter linewidth relative to the lifetime limit are essential for quantum optics applications [1, 25] .
In this paper, we report the creation of SiV − centers in diamond using ion implantation. Implantation is followed by high-temperature highvacuum annealing to facilitate SiV − formation and repair implantation-induced damage to the lattice. The resulting emitters have narrow optical transitions within a factor of four of the lifetime limited linewidth and a narrow inhomogeneous distribution such that half of the emitters have transitions that lie in a 15 GHz window. Finally, we incorporate these SiV − centers into nanostructures and demonstrate that their favorable optical properties are maintained even after fabrication.
The silicon-vacancy color center is a point defect in diamond wherein a silicon atom occupies an interstitial position between two vacancies (Fig.  1a) [26] . The SiV − is a spin-1 2 system with ground ( 2 E g ) and excited ( 2 E u ) states localized to the diamond bandgap [26] [27] [28] . Both states have double spin and orbital degeneracies partially lifted by the spinorbit interaction (Fig. 1b) which splits each quartet into two degenerate doublets. The spin-orbit splittings for the ground and excited states are 0.19 and 1.08 meV (47 and 260 GHz), respectively ( Fig.  1c) [15, 27] . All transitions between the ground and excited states are dipole-allowed with a ZPL energy of 1.68 eV (λ = 737 nm) and an excited state lifetime of under 1.7 ns [29] . These optical transitions can have linewidths (Fig. 1d ) comparable to the lifetime limit of 94 MHz [11] .
The SiV − is sensitive to strain, which can both shift the average energy (for axial strain) and increase the splitting (for transverse strain) in the ground and excited state manifolds (Fig. 1b , last column) [14, 15] . Transitions B and C within the ZPL are relatively insensitive to transverse strain because their ground and excited states shift in the same direction: both upward for transition B and both downward for transition C (Fig. 1c) [12] . Transition C is between the lowest energy ground and excited states which are also isolated from the phonon bath at low temperatures [29] . This transition is therefore the most suitable for applications in quantum information science.
III. CREATING SiV − CENTERS WITH ION IMPLANTATION
We create SiV − centers using the following procedure: First, we begin with a polished CVD diamond (Element Six Inc., [N ] 0 S < 5 ppb, {100} oriented top face). Previous work suggests that mechanical polishing produces a strained and damaged layer close to the surface that results in reduced mechanical stability of nanofabricated structures [30] . We also expect that the strain introduced by mechanical polishing will lead to a larger inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − wavelengths. We reduce this damage by removing 5 µm of diamond through reactive ion etching, producing a smooth (under 1 nm RMS roughness) surface. More details on this technique can be found elsewhere [30, 31] . An otherwise identical control sample was also put through the same implantation procedure but without this pre-etching step. We then implant 29 Si + ions (Innovion Corporation) at a dose of 10 10 ions/cm 2 and an energy of 150 keV resulting in an estimated depth of 100 ± 20 nm [32] .
After implantation, we clean the samples using an an oxidative acid clean (boiling 1 : 1 : 1 perchloric : nitric : sulfuric acid) [33] and then perform two high-temperature high-vacuum ( 10 −6 Torr) anneals. The first anneal is at 800
• C for eight hours after a four-hour bake-out step at 400
• C. At 800 • C, vacancies are mobile [34] [35] [36] leading to the formation of SiV − centers. The second anneal is the same as the first, but with an additional step at 1100
• C with a two-hour dwell time. At this temperature, divacancies and other defects can also anneal out [37, 38] . For all annealing steps, we use slow temperature ramps ( 35 • C per hour) to maintain low pressures in our furnace. This annealing procedure, inspired by previous work with SiV − [20, 39] and NV − [31, 37, 40, 41] centers, both aids in the formation of SiV − centers and also helps remove damage to the crystal lattice, reducing local strain. The residual graphitic carbon produced during these high-temperature anneals was removed by again performing the oxidative acid clean. Before each annealing step, we use X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy to verify that the surface is free of contaminants.
IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
A. SiV − centers in bulk diamond
We confirm that the SiV − centers exhibit narrowlinewidth optical transitions by performing photoluminescence excitation (PLE) spectroscopy after 1100
• C annealing. In this experiment, we scan the frequency of a weak resonant laser (New Focus Velocity, linewidth ∆f 25 MHz over the course of the experiment, stabilized with a High Finesse WS7 wavemeter) across transition C and monitor the fluorescence on the phonon-sideband (PSB). We integrate over several scans to reconstruct the timeaveraged shape and position of the SiV − ZPL (Fig.  1d) . We perform these measurements in a helium flow cryostat at a sample stage temperature of 3.7 K to avoid phonon-induced broadening of the optical transition [29] . The emitters are resonantly excited below saturation to avoid power broadening. (See Appendix A for more experimental details.) We find that SiV − centers in bulk diamond have narrow optical transitions with linewidths of Γ/2π = 320 ± 180 MHz (mean and standard deviation for N = 13 spatially resolved emitters). Almost all SiV − centers have a linewidth within a factor of three of the lifetime limit (Fig. 1d, inset) . As defined here, these linewidths include the effects of phonon broadening and all spectral diffusion that happens at any timescale during the course of the experiment (4-15 minutes).
We characterize the inhomogeneous distribution of the implanted SiV − fluorescence wavelengths after each annealing step via photoluminescence spectroscopy. To perform these measurements, we excite the SiV − centers using off-resonant light from a 700 nm diode laser. Off-resonant excitation at 520 nm is also possible. Using both of these wavelengths together results in a superlinear enhancement in the observed count rate, suggesting that the 520 nm laser may play a role in stabilizing the SiV − charge state. The resulting fluorescence is sent to a spectrometer (Horiba iHR550, 0.025 nm resolution). We perform these measurements at 9-15 K.
After annealing at 800
• C, the observed distribution is broad, with about half of the emitter transi- • C annealing. The SiV − fine structure is clearly present, demonstrating that the inhomogeneous distribution is small. d, e. Spatial map of collected fluorescence (thousands of counts per second) over a region of bulk diamond exciting off (d) and on (e) resonance. By comparing the densities of emitters, we estimate that 30 ± 15% of the emitters are nearly resonant. These measurements were taken at 9-15 K.
tion wavelengths lying within a 3-4 nm range (Fig.  2a, red dashed curve) . Transition C was used where unambiguous identification was possible; otherwise, the brightest transition (which should correspond to transition C [11, 12] ) was used. After the 1100
• C anneal, the distribution becomes more than 100 times narrower, with about half of the 13 measured emitters (transition C) now lying in a 0.03 nm (15 GHz) window ( Fig. 2a and 2b, blue solid curves) . In both cases, we focus on transition C because it is the brightest transition and relatively insensitive to strain [12] and phononic decoherence [29] . The other transitions are also much more narrowly distributed after 1100
• C annealing. In Fig. 2c , we plot a composite spectrum constructed by summing over all of the normalized 13 SiV − spectra taken after 1100
• C annealing. This composite spectrum is very similar to the spectrum of a single unstrained SiV − center (Fig. 1c) and shows the expected fine-structure splitting, demonstrating that the inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − transition wavelengths is small compared to the fine-structure splitting. This result is comparable to reported inhomogeneous distributions reported for SiV − centers created during CVD growth [11] [12] [13] 15] . It is possible that even higher temperature annealing could further reduce this inhomogeneous distribution [20, 41] .
To estimate the yield of conversion from implanted Si + ions to SiV − centers, we perform scanning confocal microscopy (Fig. 2d) . Exciting with several milliwatts of off-resonant light (700 nm) gives around 10 5 counts per second (cps) into a single-mode fiber from a single SiV − in a 20 nm spectral range around the ZPL. In the resulting microscope image, we count the number of SiV − centers and estimate a density of 0.5-1/µm 2 . Based on our Si + implantation density of 100/µm 2 , we estimate our SiV − creation yield after 800
• C annealing to be 0.5-1%. There was no clear difference in the yield after performing the 1100
• C anneal. Furthermore, the yield in the sample that was not pre-etched was significantly higher (2-3%). The observations that higher-temperature annealing did not increase the yield and that the sample with greater surface damage had a larger yield both support the model that SiV − formation is limited by the presence and diffusion of nearby vacancies [38, 39] . This yield could be increased by electron irradiating the sample to create a higher vacancy density in a controllable way [18, 37, 39] .
To visualize the density of nearly resonant SiV − centers, we resonantly excited the SiV − centers with a Rabi frequency of several GHz using an externalcavity diode laser tuned to the center of the inhomogeneous distribution. We scan spatially over the sample and collect fluorescence on the phonon side-band (PSB). The resulting image taken in the same region of the sample (Fig. 2e) has about a factor of three fewer emitters compared to the image taken with off-resonant excitation (N∼100 vs. ∼340); roughly 30% of the emitters are nearresonant (within our few GHz Rabi frequency).
B. SiV
− centers in nanostructures
One major advantage of building quantum devices with solid-state emitters rather than trapped atoms or ions is that solid state systems are typically more easily integrated into nanofabricated electrical and optical structures [42, 43] . The scalability of these systems is important for practical realization of even simple quantum optical devices [44] . Unfortunately, many solid-state systems suffer serious deterioration in their properties when incorporated into nanostructures. For example, the large permanent electric dipole of NV − centers in diamond causes coupling of the NV − to nearby electric field noise, shifting its optical transition frequency as a function of time. The SiV − is immune to this spectral diffusion to first order because of its inversion symmetry [13] and is therefore an ideal candidate for integration into diamond nanophotonic structures. Motivated by these considerations, we fabricated an array of diamond nanophotonic waveguides (Fig. 3a) on the pre-etched sample characterized above using previously reported methods [30, 45] . Each waveguide (Fig. 3a, inset) is 23 µm long with approximately equilateral-triangle cross sections of side length 300-500 nm. After fabrication, we again performed the same 1100
• C annealing and acid cleaning procedure. Many SiV − centers are visible in a fluorescence image of the final structures (Fig. 3b) . Photon correlation measurements (Appendix B) verify our ability to create and image single SiV − centers.
To characterize the optical coherence properties of SiV − centers in nanostructures, we again perform PLE spectroscopy. SiV − centers in nanostructures have narrow transitions with a full-width at half-maximum (FWHM) of Γ n /2π = 410 ± 160 MHz (mean and standard deviation for N = 10 emitters; see nanostructures [9] and in bulk [31] is Γ n /γ 100-200 and Γ b /γ 10 (γ/2π = 13 MHz for NV − centers).
It is possible for the lifetime in nanostructures to be longer than the lifetime in the bulk since the local photonic density of states is generally reduced inside such a structure [46, 47] . This potential change in lifetime would change the lifetimelimited linewidth and can also provide indirect evidence of the SiV − quantum efficiency. To probe this effect, we measured the lifetime of nine SiV − centers. The lifetime measured in the nanobeam waveguides (τ = 1.69 ± 0.14 ns, N = 5) was not significantly different from the lifetime measured in the bulk-like anchors (τ = 1.75 ± 0.08 ns, N = 4). Both values are in good agreement with the literature [24, 29] .
By extracting the center frequency of each individual scan, we also determine the rate of fluctuation of the ZPL frequency and therefore quantify spectral diffusion (Fig. 3d) . Optical transition frequencies in SiV − centers are stable throughout the course of our experiment, with spectral diffusion on the order of the lifetime-limited linewidth even after more than an hour. Characterizing the inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − centers in nanostructures is challenging because off-resonant excitation leads to strong background fluorescence, making exhaustive identification of all SiV − centers in a given region difficult. Nevertheless, it is easy to find multiple SiV − centers in nanostructures at nearly the same resonance frequency: to find the above ten emitters, we scanned the laser frequency over only a 20 GHz range.
The residual broadening of the optical transition can result from a combination of second-order Stark shifts and phonon-induced broadening. The presence of a strong static electric field would result in an induced dipole that linearly couples to charge fluctuations, accounting for the slow diffusion. Finally, we expect that up to 50 MHz of additional broadening could arise from the hyperfine interaction [48] present due to our choice of 29 Si ions. Determining the precise mechanisms limiting SiV − linewidths is an important topic of future study.
To conclude, we have presented optical emission from implanted SiV − centers with a narrow inhomogeneous distribution of SiV − optical transition wavelengths and nearly lifetime-limited optical linewidths. These properties persist after nanofabrication, making the SiV − center uniquely suited for integration into quantum nanophotonic devices [49, 50] . Recent advances in diamond fabrication technology [30, 51, 52] suggest the tantalizing possibility of scalably integrating these highquality implanted SiV − centers into nanowire single photon sources [46] or nanocavities [53, 54] . Furthermore, combining our processing procedure with targeted implantation of silicon using a focused ion beam [22] either before or after fabrication [55] could significantly improve photonic device yields and reproducibility by deterministically positioning individual SiV − centers in all three dimensions. Our work, combined with the promise of these future advances, could make the SiV − center a new workhorse in solid-state quantum optics. The experiments were carried out using homebuilt scanning confocal microscopes as illustrated in Fig. 4 . The three lasers used for excitation (520 nm and 700 nm diode lasers used for off resonant excitation, 737 nm external-cavity diode laser used for resonant excitation) are combined using dichroic beam-splitters. A 760 nm long-pass dichroic beamsplitter separates the PSB fluorescence from the rest of the optical channels. An additional bandpass filter (740 ± 13 nm) is used on the ZPL channel. Single photons are detected using single photon counting modules (Picoquant τ -SPAD and Excelitas SPCM-NIR). The cryogenic measurements were performed in 4 K helium flow cryostats. We used a 0.95 NA microscope objective (Nikon CFI LU Plan Apo Epi 100×) in all experiments. During the cryogenic measurements, the objective was inside the vacuum chamber and the sample was clamped with an indium foil spacer to the cold finger of the cryostat. During the PLE measurements, the 520 nm laser is pulsed at a ∼ 5% duty cycle to stabilize the charge state of the SiV − center [9, 31] . The detectors are gated off during these pulses. g (2) (τ) g (2) (τ)
FIG. 5. Fluorescence autocorrelation measurement of a SiV
− center inside a diamond nanobeam as described in the text. Error bars are estimated assuming the noise on the number of detected photons follows a Poisson distribution (shot noise). The extent of the dip at τ = 0 is limited by finite detector bandwidth: we measure g (2) (0) = 0.45; deconvolving the detector response yields g (2) (0) = 0.15.
To verify our ability to create single SiV − centers, we performed fluorescence autocorrelation measurements on SiV − centers inside diamond nanobeams. We performed this measurement by exciting the SiV − centers off resonantly as described above and splitting the emission between two detectors in a Hanbury-Brown-Twiss configuration. The relative arrival times of the photons on the two detectors were recorded using fast acquisition electronics (PicoQuant HydraHarp 400) with a resolution better than 128 ps. In this experiment, our total average photon count rate from this SiV − was 9×10 4 counts per second.
The relative photon detection times g (2) (τ ) (normalized by defining g (2) (∞) = 1) from a representative SiV − are displayed in Fig. 5 . A value of g (2) (0) < 0.5 would confirm that we are measuring emitters producing single photons. Finite jitter on our detectors of around 350 ps causes the measured arrival times of our photons to be convolved with the detector response, hence limiting the sharpness and minimum value of our dip. Fitting the data (including the detector response) using previously reported methods [13] gives a value g (2) (0) = 0.45. Deconvolving the detector response gives a value g (2) (0) = 0.15, indicating that the extent of our g (2) (0) dip is limited primarily by detector response as expected.
